Computational hip joint simulator for wear and heat generation.
This paper presents a computational simulator for the hip to compute the wear and heat generation on artificial joints. The friction produced on artificial hip joints originates wear rates that can lead to failure of the implant. Furthermore, the frictional heating can increase the wear. The developed computational model calculates the wear in the joint and the temperature in the surrounding zone, allowing the use of different combinations of joint materials, daily activities and different individuals. The pressure distribution on the joint bearing surfaces is obtained with the solution of a contact model. The heat generation by friction and the volumetric wear is computed from the pressure distribution and the sliding distance. The temperature is obtained from the solution of a transient heat conduction problem that includes the time-dependent heat generated by friction. The contact and heat conduction problems are solved numerically with the Finite Element Method. The developed computational model performs a full simulation of the acetabular bearing surface behaviour, which is useful for acetabular cup design and material selection. The results obtained by the present model agree with experimental and clinical data, as well as other numerical studies.